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AUTODESK MAYA PARTICLE TRACER WORKFLOW

STEP 1: (IF DESIRED) Freeze a reference bone of interest

- Load matrixNodes.bundle plugin (Windows -> Settings and Preferences -> Plug in Manager)
- Create an empty locator
- Open the Node Editor (Windows -> Node Editor)
- Add bone of interest and locator to the Node Editor
- Create decompose matrix node (hold down tab and start typing ‘decompose’)
- Connect bone inverse matrix to decompose matrix input matrix
- Connect decompose matrix output rotate, translate, scale to locator input rotate, translate, scale
- Parent all relevant bones to the locator
- Optional: Can create an empty group above the locator to reorient/translate whole group of bones

STEP 2: Create a sphere to control particle emission location

- Create a polygonal sphere and rename it: tracer
- Vertex snap it (hold down v and move it) to the surface of the bone point you want to trace
- Parent the sphere to the bone it is on

STEP 3: Create a particle object

- From the MEL command line run: particle -n “jj” -c 0
*The particle command ... creates a particle object
*The -c flag set to 0 tells the particle not to conserve momentum (we don’t want actual physics)
*The -n flag sets the name of the particle object; here jj as an example name
* jj (or other name) MUST be in quotes

- You will not see anything

STEP 4: Tell the particle where to emit

- Open the Expression Editor (Windows -> Animation Editors -> Expression Editor)
- Select Filter → By Expression Name
- Name the expression something particle-specific, like jjExp
- Create an expression with the following MEL code:

vector $spherePos;
int $showing = tracerParent.visibility;
if ($showing == 1)

{
$spherePos = `xform -ws -q -t tracer`;
emit -pos ($spherePos.x) ($spherePos.y) ($spherePos.z) -o jj;
}

*things in blue bold need to be renamed based on their names in the scene, where tracer is the sphere that was created in
step 2, tracerParent is the bone it is parented to, and jj is the particle
*the first line initializes a vector called $spherePos to hold the translations of tracer
*the next line initializes a variable called $showing to hold whether tracerParent is visible or not in the scene -- this
prevents the false emission of particles for frames without RBT data
*the final piece of the expression says only to run if tracerParent is visible
*first we query (-q) the world-space (-ws) transform (-xform) translations (t) of tracer and store them in the $spherePos
vector
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*then we tell our jj particle to emit at that position
*the expression will evaluate at every frame and cause a jj to emit

STEP 5: Change the particle appearance

- Select the particle object (jj) in the outliner/hypergraph
- In the attribute editor, select the particle’s shape node tab (jjShape)
- Uncheck “is dynamic” (to be safe)
- Under render attributes, change type from Points -> Spheres
- To change size, Click on “add attributes for current render type”
- A slider for radius appears -- change radius as desired
- To set a single color for all particles

- OPTION 1
- click on add dynamic attributes -> color (this is a section in the shape tab of the

particle)
- In the box that pops up, click on shader → add attribute
- This will open up the hypershade, you can create a new material and assign it to

the particle object as you would for a bone or any other object
- OPTION 2

- Click on add dynamic attributes -> color
- In the box that pops up, click on add per object attribute → add attribute
- This will create RGB channels in the attribute editor that you can control

- Note that these two options do not play well together. Pick one or the other. Note that
once you pick “per object attribute,” you can not undo that.

STEP 6: (ADVANCED) Change particle color based on a variable in the scene

- This will only work right if you HAVE NOT given the whole object (per object or shader) a color
already

- Click on add dynamic attributes -> color
- In the box that pops up, click on add per particle attribute -> add attribute
- In the Per Particle (Array) Attributes section of the attribute editor, “Expression…” appears in the

RGB PP box
- Right click on “Expression…” and select “Creation Expression”
- This opens up the Expression Editor -- we need a SEPARATE expression from the emission

expression
- Here is an example of an expression to control JJ’s color -- trial and error needed based on

desired colors and variable range!
  float $rz = hip.rz/40-.5;
jjShape.rgbPP = <<$rz,0,0>>;

- (In the second line of code, <<#,#,#>> is the 3 RGB values)

STEP 7: Have fun

- To see a directory of particle attribute names: click on Add dynamic attributes -> general (this is a
section in the shape tab of the particle)

- radiusPP allows you to control the radius of the particle based on a variable
- incandescencePP allows you to control glow based on a variable

- Add dynamic attributes -> opacity -> per particle attribute to control opacity based on a variable
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**N.B., particles WILL NOT show up on software render. You can software render your bones etc.,
hardware render your particles, and composite in Photoshop or similar.**


